Object detection and localization is a challenging task. Among several approaches, more recently hierarchical methods of feature-based object recognition have been developed and demonstrated high-end performance measures. Inspired by the knowledge about the architecture and function of the primate visual system, the computational HMAX model has been proposed. At the same time robust visual object recognition was proposed using feature distributions, e.g. histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs). Since both models build upon an edge representation of the input image, the question arises, whether one kind of approach might be superior to the other. Introducing a new biologically inspired attention steered processing framework, we demonstrate that the combination of both approaches gains the best results.
INTRODUCTION
Finding objects in images is a key task for a variety of important applications. The visual input stream provides various features among which edges serve as powerful clues for object detection. Exploiting edge maps, hierarchical methods of feature-based object recognition have recently been developed and demonstrated high-end performance measures. Inspired by the known function and architecture of the primate visual system, the computational HMAX model (Serre et al., 2005; Mutch and Lowe, 2008) has been proposed. At the same time robust visual object recognition was proposed using histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) . Since both models build upon an edge representation of the input image, we explore, whether one kind of feature is superior to the other.
• The HMAX mechanism constitutes a hierarchical model applying iteratively mechanisms of feature combination and pooling. It compares small parts of an intermediate representation in a template like fashion to obtain individual features (Mutch and Lowe, 2008) .
• In contrast to the template matching applied in the HMAX model, the HOGs describe local distributions of features derived from the input, namely contrasts in the luminance image. These distributions are calculated for regular-subdivision in input images and normalized by the distributions in the discretized neighborhood. HOGs thus can be considered as a likelihood of the presence of certain structure and its distribution in the input data. Though being quite different in their processing nature, both mechanisms provide some scale and position invariance and build upon an initial edge representation of the input scene. We explore whether the two feature types constitute in a similar way to the classification result or if they significantly facilitate each other when used in combination. This exploration is done proposing a generic coarse-tofine framework for object localization utilizing several standard techniques of past research. It suggests a systematic way to combine multiple processing channels which are by no means limited to the features used in this work. To compare it with previous results, evaluation is done on two different datasets consisting of different object types. We demonstrate state of the art performance on a car data set presented in (Agarwal et al., 2004a) and show that it is also suited for different object categories such as pedestrian on a subset of the very challenging Daimler Pedestrian set (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009 ). The results demonstrate that neither feature type alone represents a complete description of the input and that classification significantly benefits from the combination of both types.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: We describe the novel framework of object localization in section 2, the data sets are presented in section 3, results are shown in section 4 and finally we discuss the results and the connection to previous work in section 5.
ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture is described in two parts:
1. The basic processing framework combining HMAX and HOGs (histogram of oriented gradients) features to end up with an assembly of view tuned units (VTUs) indicating presence of a target object at a given location and scale.
2. An attention guided region of interest (ROI) selector component inspired by the architecture of (Hamker, 2005) . It combines coarse-to-fine processing (Schyns and Oliva, 1994) and the idea of cascaded classifiers (Viola and Michael, 2001; Zhu et al., 2006; Heisele et al., 2001 ) to focus processing on relevant parts of the input scene.
The suggested processing framework is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Preprocessing
The processing starts with a two-level hierarchy. In addition to plain edge detection using a Gabor stage, we introduce a normalization step to compensate different illumination conditions of the input image I by a center surround normalization mechanism given by
where G σ is a Gaussian with standard deviation σ = 2 and the operator * denotes the spatial convolution operator. The resulting activities are mapped to a range of [0, 1] . The edges are extracted by the convolution of I norm with 2D-Gabor-filters of six different orientations to generate pairs of oriented response maps. The Gabor filters are described by
where f 0 x = 0.25 pixels and σ is chosen for halfmagnitude overlap of adjacent Gabor-envelopes (rotated for different orientations). Last, the energy response of the complex-valued Gabor-responses (i.e. the absolute value of the complex filter response) forms the S1 layer activities which define an (x, y, θ)-space that is input for further processing along two parallel streams, namely HMAX and HOGs.
Selective Feature Channels
After the S1 stage, processing splits into two streams composed of the different feature processing approaches, namely HMAX and HOGs respectively. A discussion of their function follows below.
• HMAX: To provide better comparability to the single scale HOGs features (see below), we decided to employ a single scale HMAX scheme in contrast to the multiple scales and max-pooling across scales in (Mutch and Lowe, 2008) . For completeness, we briefly summarize the processing steps of their approach which aim to provide a certain amount of position and scale invariance by iterative application of feature combination (simple cells "S") and pooling mechanisms (complex cells "C"): Layer C1 responses are computed using max-filtering on the S1-layer (Gabor-filter responses) of size 3 × 3. During training small patches P of size n × n × p s , n ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16}, p s = 6 (p s is the number of edge orientations) are extracted from this layer, then sparsified, rated and selected by the classifier. During testing, a patch P is compared to each region X of C1 units using a Gaussian radial basis function to obtain a similarity estimate of each patch:
As in (Mutch and Lowe, 2008 ) the standard deviation σ is set to 1. To compensate for the effect of comparison in the higher dimensional space in the case of n ∈ {8, 12, 16}, the normalization factor α is set to α = (n/4) 2 . The maximal response of a patch in a small neighborhood of its original position in its training image forms an entry in the C2 feature vector. Depending on the searched scale of a target object (i.e. search for a near or distant object) the neighborhood is adjusted. We set the neighborhood arbitrarily to 10% of the estimated object size (given by the dataset) which seems to work well. This results in different C2 layers (red, green and blue ellipses in Figure 1 ), each layer representing an (x, y, f ) space, where f is the number of patches or, more generally, the number of features.
• HOGs: We chose the basic variant of HOG features using square cells and square blocks adopting the best parameters as described in (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) (for the pedestrian set we adopted parameters from (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009) ).
To allow for better comparison, we chose the same input (the previously described S1 stage) to both feature types, HMAX and HOGs. Note, however, that according to (Dalal and Triggs, 2005 ) the common S1 layer (which is chosen to allow comparability to the HMAX features) might not be optimal for HOG features due to the slightly smoothing nature of a Gabor filter. The scene is split into small cells of size 6 × 6 pixels across all orientations. For each orientation the mean is taken and normalized across the 3 × 3 neighboring cells (so called blocks) using L2 normalization. Similar to adjusting the neighborhood in the HMAX processing stream, we adjusted cell size to end up with the same number of features at each scale (i.e. the layers searching for near and distant objects; red, green and blue circles in Figure 1 ). In analogy to the HMAX stream, the computations yield a similar C2 layer structure, wherein each layer represents an (x, y, f ) space.
Channel Fusion and View-tuned Representations
The final stage for feature processing is formed by View Tuned Units (VTUs) (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999a; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999b; Jiang et al., 2006) . A VTU encodes the likelihood of presence of a certain object at its position and scale (e.g. a VTU at the center for large objects specialized for cars). Once the activity of each VTU is known the most likely presence of an object is given by the corresponding object-VTU having maximal activity. To obtain a suitable measure of object presence, we chose an early fusion mechanism (i.e. the combination of our intermediate C2 feature vectors of each feature type at each position and scale forms the input to a classifier. The activity of a VTU at this location and scale is then given by the output of the classifier). In contrast to a late fusion mechanism, which directly results in VTUs (or another intermediate representation) for each feature type, the early fusion variant employed here has the advantage that no additional fusion mechanism for this second intermediate level is required.
Attention Guided Region of Interest Selector Framework
The extensive search of a large input scene using a strong classifier at several locations leads to an unfavorable computational cost. In order to reduce those costs we apply several concepts and principles of computational mechanisms that have been successfully employed in previous work.
• Coarse-to-Fine Processing (CtF). Experimental investigations have shown that early visual processing in humans is dominated by coarse features in contrast to fine grained details which seem to dominate later processing stages (Schyns and Oliva, 1994) . From a computational point of view, several studies applied the principle of CtF processing and reported significant benefits, e.g. (Pedersoli et al., 2010; Amit et al., 2004 ).
• Cascaded Classifiers. Recent approaches showed that the computational cost of extensive object search can be greatly reduced by applying a cascade of detectors (Viola and Michael, 2001; Zhu et al., 2006; Heisele et al., 2001 ). Iteration of a process that allows to discard many locations from further processing at an early stage greatly reduces processing time while maintaining a high classification rate.
• Inhibition of Return and Neighborhood Suppression (IOR-Nsupp). Once a suspected or final target position is found the surrounding region can be suppressed, enabling the detection of further candidate locations (IOR) and sparsifying the amount of locations to be searched (Nsupp). This can be formulated in a dynamic framework (Hamker, 2005) as well as in a static context (Agarwal et al., 2004a; Mutch and Lowe, 2008) . We apply the neighborhood suppression described in (Agarwal et al., 2004a) with the parameters of (Mutch and Lowe, 2008) .
Our attention guided region of interest selector framework combines elementary principles of each of these three mechanisms: We use a simple cascade of two classifiers which already resulted in promising results (this can be extended to support multiple resolution layers as well as multiple classifiers). The first classifier is applied only on the features obtained from the input image that has been downsampled to a quarter of the original resolution (CtF processing). To prevent that possible target locations are discarded, the early stage classifier output behavior is biased to a low rejection rate which can be trained and set to a desired false rejection rate (Viola and Michael, 2001; Zhu et al., 2006; Heisele et al., 2001) . To evaluate the VTU responses, we apply the IOR-Nsupp mechanism to identify target locations of the next classifier which is applied on the features of the full resolution input (at this level experimental evaluation suggested 60% of the neighborhood suppression of the final classification stage to facilitate a low rejection rate). After the final classifier is applied, object location estimates are created under consideration of the IOR-Nsupp mechanism.
TEST SETS
The evaluation of the proposed model is done on two different data sets. We chose the UIUC car data set (Agarwal et al., 2004a ) to compare our model to the results presented in (Mutch and Lowe, 2008) . To demonstrate generalizability to a different kind of objects we took a subset of the very challenging Daimler Pedestrian data set (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009) . Please note, that we chose a one layered architecture of HMAX and that the edge input to HOGs are suboptimal according to (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) in order to allow direct comparability between the two feature types. Consequently the performance of each feature type might suffer a bit compared to the optimal implementation.
UIUC Car Data Set
Figure 2 shows some sample images of the UIUC car data set (Agarwal et al., 2004a) . It contains images of side views of cars for use in evaluating object detection algorithms. It comprises 1, 050 training images, a single-scale test sequence and 108 multi-scale test images containing 139 cars at various scales and some evaluation files (Agarwal et al., 2004b ). We will concentrate on the multiple scales test sequence since our model achieved almost perfect results on the single scale scenario like reported in (Mutch and Lowe, 2008) . The evaluation program of (Agarwal et al., 2004b) results in three measures, namely recall, precision and F-measure (the harmonic mean of precision and recall). Total number of positives in data set (nP = T P + FN)
Using the notation of table 1, these are defined as Rec = T P T P + FN = T P nP ,
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Figure 2: Sample images of the car data set of (Agarwal et al., 2004a) . First row: test images containing side-views of cars at multiple scales. Second row: left: negative training images, right: positive training images.
Prec = T P T P + FP
,
It is only when both recall and precision have high values that the F-measure is close to one.
Daimler Pedestrian Data Set
Figure 3 visualizes some of the images of the Daimler benchmark (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009 
a correct detection is given if Γ(a i , e j ) > 0.25. Due to computational resource constraints we trained our model on only 5, 000 positive and 5, 000 negative training images without any bootstrapping and evaluated it on the 1, 846 images containing at least one pedestrian of at least 72 pixels height.
RESULTS

Feature Types
We pose the question whether HMAX or HOGs features encode the same information or whether they provide supplementary information and thus mutually support for each other. This question is quite difficult to answer. From a theoretical point of view, HOGs as well as HMAX features consist of an assembly of nonlinear operations which are hard to compare. Thus we concentrate on an experimental evaluation. Performing initial tests using three different classifiers (AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire, 1997) using a decision tree classifier, Gaussian kernel SVM and linear SVM 1 we chose a linear SVM classifier which constantly resulted in good classification results at a reasonable training and classification time. We did a systematic evaluation of three different variants of the suggested architecture, the fusion of processing channels (full model, see Figure 1 ) and ones with only one channel being active. Based on these results, we found that it is the combination of HMAX and HOGs features that results in the best performance compared to either feature type alone (Table 2 shows the results along with comparable previous results. (Lampert et al., 2008) reported a F-measure of 98.6%. However, they used a spatial pyramidal structure that does not compare well to our single scale variant which allows for comparison with HMAX features). Taking into account the standard deviation, the performance gain is significant. To exclude the possibility of a wrong classification bias, we calculated a precision-recall curve which is displayed in Figure  4 . It clearly shows that the combination of HMAX and HOGs channels performs best compared to either channel alone.
To assure independence of the evaluated data set, we applied our model to the task of pedestrian detection using a subset of the challenging Daimler Pedestrian set (see section 3.2). We just adjusted the HOG parameters to those given in (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009 ) choosing a scale factor of 1.25 (most similar to their parameter set S 6 ) and left everything else identi- Figure 3 : Sample images of the pedestrian data set of (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009 ). First row: positive training images, second row: images containing no pedestrians to generate negative training images and third row: test images. Table 2 : Results on the multiple scales car detection task (at Recall=Precision=F-measure). Scores of our model are the average of 8 independent runs along with standard deviation. Scoring methods were those of (Agarwal et al., 2004a) . Note that despite the lower classification rate of our simplified HMAX model compared to (Mutch and Lowe, 2008) and the suboptimal input to the HOG features (to provide comparability), the feature combination of HMAX and HOGs features compensates for it.
Model
Performance Agarwal et al. (Agarwal et al., 2004a) 39.6% Fritz et al. (Fritz et al., 2005) 87.8% Mutch & Lowe (Mutch and Lowe, 2008 ) (sophisticated HMAX) 90.6% Our model (only HMAX) 84.08% ± 1.4% Our model (only HOGs) 68.35% Our model (HMAX&HOGs) 90.83% ± 1.2%
cal. Due to computational constraints we limited ourselves to a subset of the very large dataset presented in (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009 ) with still considerable extent (see section 3.2 for details, evaluation took multiple weeks of CPU-time). To allow for comparison with the results of (Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009) we supplemented the precision measure by the false positives per frame measure. The resulting false positives per frame-recall curve is visualized in Figure 5 . This confirms that the combination of features gains best performance.
Region of Interest Selector Variations
In section 2.4 we presented a novel region of interest selector framework combining several state of the art techniques. In addition to the examination of HMAX and HOGs features we explored the impact of the different processing stages of our coarse-to-fine architecture. We compared four configurations of our novel model:
1. The entire Coarse to Fine model as described in section 2.
2. The model using only the Coarse resolution part.
3. A variant of processing the entire image at its Coarse and Fine level (i.e. no selective processing on the high resolution part is done).
4. The model using only the Fine resolution part thus omitting the coarse level and its contribution.
Results are visualized in Figure 6 . It shows that each resolution level itself does not perform as well as the model variants using both resolution levels. The two variants using both resolution levels (i.e. the Coarse and Fine and Coarse-to-Fine variants) perform almost identically. This demonstrates that the coarse information is sufficient to arouse attention to the relevant target locations. Even more interesting is the significant benefit of the Coarse-to-Fine architecture. The measured processing time of the high resolution features of the Coarse-to-Fine variant is just about 15% of the processing time of the Coarse and Fine variant. Of course the processing can be highly parallelized. However, even if one had unlimited parallel processing resources, the architecture significantly limits the amount of used data. A course resolution image is sufficient to predict target locations with a high precision. This can be very handy in a surveillance scenario there a large region can be watched using a wide angle camera. A controllable camera can then focus on relevant parts of the scene and confirm respectively decline presence of an object at this location. 
DISCUSSION
Among several approaches, more recently local feature descriptors based on edge maps demonstrated high-end performance measures. We explored the combination of two commonly used feature descriptors for object detection and localization and our results show that it is worth investigating feature combinations from hierarchical feature processing based on filtering and max-selection (HMAX) as well as feature distributions (HOGs). Our research demonstrates that (though being based on the same input) both feature types facilitate each other and result in improved classification performance in different tasks. Despite using only simple variants of two different processing variants based on the same kind of image features (edges) at only two different spatial resolutions, we showed state of the art performance on the UIUC car data set (Agarwal et al., 2004a) . The simplified basic variants of the feature descriptors were chosen to provide comparibility between the two kinds of feature descriptors. Consequently, all results can be further improved by using the complete models as described in the given literature. In addition, we presented a novel general architecture combining elementary principles of previous work in a schematic way that eases extensions in several directions. We demonstrate significant benefits of each of the applied mechanisms. The proposed architecture is meant to serve as a general framework combining different optimization techniques of classification, computational cost reduction as well as combination of different feature types (e.g. coarse-to-fine processing, classifier cascades, neighborhood suppression). It is easily extendable by a more advanced classifier cascade (e.g. (Viola and Michael, 2001) ) or a cascade of increasingly more complex classifiers (e.g. (Heisele et al., 2001) ). These in turn could be combined with efficient subwindow search techniques (e.g. (Lampert et al., 2008; An et al., 2010) ). We demonstrated the combination of two feature types. However, in the same way the two feature types have been combined, it can easily be extended by an arbitrary number of additional features. We think that the presented results encourage further investigations in this direction and we will investigate ways of incorporating additional features based on, for example, motion, depth clues, color, etc. 
